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Spin-wave impurity states caused by a single impurity spin in a one-dimensional Heisenberg antiferromagnet 
with long-ranged dipole interaction are studied. Exact method using Green functions is employed. When the 
dipole interaction is absent， s-like impurity mode caused by αィnagnonexcitation and p-like impurity mode 
caused byβ-magnon excitation appear outside the spin-wave band， but these two are degenerate. In the presence 
of the dipole int巴raction，they split into s-and p-like modes due to a mixing of α-and β-magnons. 
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In previous papers (hereafter referred to as 1 and 
1)，1，2) we have studied localized spin waves associ-
ated with a single impurity bond in a one-dimensional 
Heisenberg antiferromagnet with dipole interactions by 
the exact method suitable for localized perturbation.3，4) 
We found that in the absence of the dipolar field local-
ized α-andβ-magnons form a degenerate impurity level 
If we include， however， S-2 and S2 in addition to S-I， 
So， and SI， we get 
ω.1'=5.881， 
φs=0.8570;+0353(bl+b-l)-009l(α;+ん)，
(3) 
outside the spin-wave band， while the dipolar field re- and 
moves the degeneracy by mixing them. For a spin-type 
impurity， where a single impurity spin So is substituted 
at the origin of a linear chain， we have considered in I 
the impurity states by restricting only three spins S-I， So， 
and S 1， which are connected by exchange interaction of 
strength J'， in an otherwise antiferromagnetic arrange-
ment of host spins with exchange interaction of strength 
J. In the absence of the dipolar白eld，this yields two 
impurity modes above the spin-wave band. For exam-
ple， inthe case with l' / J = 5.0， the eigenvalues and the 
corresponding eigenvectors are 
ωs = 5.742， 
ωp = 5.873， 
φp=0701(bi-kl)+0089(α2 -a-2) (4) 
Thus s-and p-like modes are expected to have the same 
eigenvalue. The analysis for the spin-type impurity in 
I is somewhat defective， and i江ti也snecessary tωo empμ10句y 
a叩nexact treatment tωo cla訂叩rif匂ythe feature 0ぱft出hes叩pi出n-勾p戸e 
lmpunty. 
In this brief report we treat exactly a one-
dimensional antiferromagnet with a single impurity spin 
by following the method presented in 1， and elucidate the 
e仔'ectof the dipolar field on a spin-type impurity. The 
φs = 0.857α6 + 0.365(b1 + b-l)， 
and 
(1) unperturbed Hamiltonian is the same as that shown in 
Eq.(1) in 1， but the perturbation V caused by an impurity 
ωp = 6.0， 
φp = 0.707(b; -b~l) (2) 
spin located at the origin is written as 
V = (i-J)エSo'Sp， 
p 
(5) 
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where ρmeans the nearest neighboring sites. 
In determining the impurity levels from the poles of 
the ful Green functions， one needs 
2て可 1-cos 2<t フ 1 
E(ω) = ~， ) ，一一一一一[AowL - A~ 
N今.J Den U 
+ (BO + C2 + D2)Ao -2BoCD]， 
2ャ 1-cos 2<t フ 1
E(ω) =ー〉一一一一一[Cωι +C' 
N今.J Den 
一(AO+ BO+ D2)C + 2AoBoD]， 
2て寸 1-cos 2<t r， .3 
O(ω)=一〉一一一一一[
N今.J Den 
-(AO -BO -C2 + D2)ω]， 
in addition to the functions P(ω)， Q(ω)，R(ω)， and 5(ω) 
defined in 1， where 
Den = [ω2 -(Ao + Bo + C + D)(Ao -Bo -C + D)] 
x [ω2一(Ao+ Bo -C -D)(Ao -Bo + C -D)] 
(7) 
with 
川 )=2一向(0)+日。(0)一2"ESe帆
島(ゆ)= 2c叫 jESo附
仰 )=;ESe附
D仲)=;ESA)
Here Se(ゆ)and so(ゆ)are the dipolar sums given in 
Eqs.(1l) and (12) in 1， and E measures the strength of 
the dipole interaction. 
The determinant leading to impurity levels from the 
poles of the ful Green functions can be factorized into 
s-and p-types according to the symmetry with respect to 
the impurity spin. Impurity levels of the s-type can be 
obtained by 
? ????
? ?
??
?
??
? ??
?
??
with 
Hll = 2P + 2Q -E + 0， 
H 12 = H21 = 2R + 25 -E， 
H22 = 2P + 2Q -E -0， (10) 
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FIG.I. Plots of the bond-type and spin-type impurity levels as a 
function of α= l' / J inthe case with E = 0 relative to the top of the 
spin-wave band 
whereg =α1，α= J'/ J.On the other hand， the p-type 
impurity levels can be obtained by 
(8) 
11 -~… -gE I ~ 
-gE 1 -g(E + 0) I日
、 ? ? ? ? ???? ， ，? ?、
Without dipole interaction (E = 0)， Eqs.(9) and (11) 
both yield 
ト2C(ω+2)I(ω)=0 (12) 
with 
I(ω) =とす asin2 ぺ
川 γωL - 4 sin" <t 
tan-1 (止とと)+ tan-1 (とニ乙)
ω 〉3コ YJコ
2π ゾ3て五
4 
(13) 
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bond-or spin幽typeimpurities. The stable direction of 
spins in one-dimensionaI exchange-dipolar ferromag-
net is paraIIeI to the chain and a fuIIy aligned state is an 
eigenstate of the Hamiltonian. Since tl削 otaISZ= L" S~ 
(14) is a constant of motion of the Hamiltonian， the equation 
of motion of the Green function G/m(t)三《 α/(t);a~ >> 
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FIG.2. Plots of the impurity levels for a spin-type il1purity as a 
function of α= .!'/.1 in the case with E = 0.5 relative to the top of 
the spin-wave band. 
Thus，シ1ikeand p-like modes are found to be degener-
ate. The corresponding equation to (12) for a bond-type 
impurity is given by 
1 -4~I(ω) = O.
The impurity levels for both types of the impurity are 
shown in Fig.l. For a bond-type impurity， the solid 
line 1abeled as bond is two-fo1d degenerate; one is 10-
calized α-magnon and the other is 10calized βーmagnon.
For a spin-type impurity， the solid line labeled as spin 
is also two-fold degenerate; one is s-type (α-magnon) 
10calized mode and the other is p-type伊-magnon)10-
calized mode. When the dipole interaction presents， the 
spin-type impurity 1eve1 sp1its into s-like and p-1ike lev-
els as shown in Fig.2. For comparison， sp1itting of the 
bond-type impurity level obtained in 1 isa1so shown in 
Fig.3. 
In a series of papers we have studied the effect of 
10ng-ranged dipo1e interaction on impurity modes in 
one-and two-dimensional ferromagnets5，叩)and aIso 
one-dimensiona1 antiferromagnets 1，2) for either both 
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FIG.3. Plots of the impurity lev巴lsfor a bond-type il1purity as a 
function of α= .!'/.1 in the case with E = 0.5 relative to the top of 
the spin-wav巳band.
can be written in a c10sed form using on1y the same kind 
of Green functions. For the spin-type impurity there 
exist s-and p-like localized modes outside the spin-
wave band.5) For the bond-type impurity there appears a 
single p-like Iocalized mode.In two-dimensiona1 square 
ferromagnets， preferred direction of spins Iies in-p1ane. 
Due to the spins Iocated on the Iattice sites perpendic-
ular to the quantization axis， the tota1 S z = L，/ S ~ is 
not a constant of motion of the Hamiltonian， and hence 
the Green function G/伽mパρ刈(οωt)三《 α向，(ωIの);αL》 C∞oup1esto 
G!t山r
cession of spi凶ns戸列)Thus， for bond-type impurity p-like 
impurity modes come to have di仔'erentenergies depend-
ing on whether the impurity bond 10cates paraIleI to or 
pe中endicu1arto the quantization axis， and simi1ar1y for 
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spin-type impurity p-like impurity modes have di宵erent
energies depending on whether the excitation is caused 
by the spin pairs located parallel to or pe中endicularto 
the quantization axis. 
In antiferromagnets， there exist α-and β-magnons 
due to two sublattices， and this situation a百ectsthe im-
purity modes in one-dimensional exchange-dipolar an-
tiferromagnets appreciably different from ferromagnets. 
As was pointed out in 1， for a bond-type impurity， local-
ized α帽 andβmagnonscause a degeneracy， and it splits 
into two levels as shown in Fig.3 by the dipolar field， 
while only a single p-like impurity mode appears in one-
dimensional ferromagnet. For a spin-type impurity，シ
and p-like modes appear above the spin-wave band in 
one-dimensional ferromagnet， while degenerate s-and 
p-like modes appear in one-dimensional antiferromag-
net without dipolar field， and are split into s-type and 
p-type levels as shown in Fig.2 by the dipolar field. 
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